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METHODS AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR HTTP MEDIA STREAM DISTRIBUTION

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a method for making a HTTP

media stream accessible to a client, a method for acquiring a

HTTP media stream, and a server and a client for executing the

respective methods.

BACKGROUND

HTTP streaming is a method of file based streaming of live or on-

demand content between entities, such as e.g. from a server or an

intermediate network node to a client. A HTTP streaming enabled

client requiring content to be uploaded first acquires a list of

small files or segments of files, which together make up a stream

for, or a description of, particular, required content by

fetching it from a server or any other network node. Such a list

is typically referred to as a Media Presentation Description

(MPD) . In the present context we use the term MPD synonymously

also for Playlist and Manifest. A playlist may be described in

M3U8 format or as a list provided in XML format.

At each point of time there may be multiple small files, or

segments of files, from hereinafter referred to as media segments

that can be chosen between by a client. HTTP streaming can either

be template based or playlist based. In template based HTTP

streaming, requested URLs are described in the MPD using a

template, which can e.g. be of the type:



ww .server .com/streamf ile/$Rep$/$Index$/

where $Rep$ is replaced by a requested representation and $Index$

is replaced by a sequence number, which is used to determine the

time at which the media segment is requested.

In playlist based HTTP streaming, each media segment and each

time has its own URL, such as e.g.:

Video time 0

->URLs associated with Video time 0

Video time 1

->URLs associated with Video time 1

Video time 2

->URLs associated with Video time 2

Known MPD structures are however very strict, thereby allowing a

very small amount of flexibility, especially when it comes to

content which is accessible from different content sources and/or

content which may have different characteristics over time.

SUMMARY

An object of this document is to address at least some of the

problems mentioned above. More specifically, an object is to

provide a new structure of an MPD, a method for providing such an

MPD, a method for acquiring and processing an MPD such that

downloading of a HTTP media stream can be executed in a more

flexible way, including providing alternatives for a client

requesting a media stream downloading.



According to a first aspect, a method to be performed by a server

of a communication network for making a HTTP media stream

accessible to a client is provided. When applying the method a

MPD is generated, such that it is provided with at least one

period element, sequentially arranged according to a media play

timeline; such that each period element is provided with at least

one representation and such that at least one of the at least one

period element is provided with at least two alternative

representations, wherein each representation is provided with an

ordered sequence of at least one media segment URI, wherein each

media segment URI is referencing at least one media segment of

the HTTP media stream.

The MPD is then provided such that the client can acquire it;

select, on the basis of the content of the MPD, for at least one

period element, a representation, and acquire, for each selected

representation, the respective referenced media segments.

The suggested MPD arrangement simplifies referencing to

alternative media segments, and especially to media segments

origination from different sources.

The generating step may comprise a step of arranging at least one

of the ordered sequences of at least one media segment URI, such

that it is provided as at least one representation and described

in a template format.

Alternatively or in combination with providing one or more

representations in a template format, the generating step may

comprise a step of arranging at least one of the representations,



such that it is provided as an ordered sequence of at least two

media segment URIs and described in a playlist format.

Furthermore, each representation associated with the same period

element may be provided with a first attribute, which may

alternatively be referred to as a first representation attribute,

having a setting which is representative of the media segments

referenced in the representation, such that a client will be able

to select a representation of a respective period element on the

basis of the respective setting.

A period element may also be provided with a second attribute, or

representation attribute, wherein a setting of the second

representation attribute is selected such that it is common for

all media segments associated with the respective period element,

and such that it is representative of all representations

associated with this period element.

If a more hierarchical structure is required, a respective second

representation attribute may be provided in each representation

of a respective period element, such that the second

representation attribute is described on a representation level,

or in a respective period element such that the second

representation attribute is described on a period element level.

Alternatively, a hierarchical structure may be developed even

further, such that during the generating step at least one period

element of the MPD is provided with at least two alternative

period constructions, where each period construction is provided

with at least two representations, and a second representation

attribute and, where a setting of the second representation

attribute is selected such that it is representative of the



respective period construction, in a way such that the client

will be able to select representation of the period element on

the basis of one or more of said representation attributes.

A representation attributes applied in an MPD may e.g. define a

codec, a bit rate, a resolution or a language, thereby enabling

for a service provider to provide one or more selectable

alternatives which may rely on either user device capabilities,

user preferences or environmental conditions, or a combination

thereof.

In addition to providing a more flexible MPD, such an MPD may

also be updated by adding at least one representation to, by

removing at least one representation from, or by modifying at

least one representation of the MPD.

According to one embodiment, where updating of an MPD is based on

polling, the MPD may be provide with an indication of a poll

interval, such that a client having acquired an MPD will be able

to poll for MPD updates at an interval determined by the

indication, while according to another alternative, updated MPDs

may instead be pushed to the client.

In order to enable a client to determine the latest available

media segment, the MPD may also be provided with a description of

a mapping of the media play timeline of the HTTP transport stream

with a reference such as e.g. a server time line or a wall clock

time .

Media segments of different representations of the same period

element are preferably arranged, such that they are time aligned

at the start of the period element.



According to another aspect, a method performed by a client of a

communication network for obtaining a HTTP media stream from at

least one network node of the communication network is provided.

According to this method the client acquires an MPD comprising at

least one period element, sequentially arranged according to a

media play timeline one of the network nodes, wherein each period

element comprise at least one representation and wherein at least

one of the at least one period element comprise at least two

alternative representations, each representation comprising an

ordered sequence of at least one media segment URI, wherein each

media segment URI is referencing at least one media segment of

the HTTP media stream. Once in possession of an MPD, the client

can select a representation for at least one of the period

elements, on the basis of content of the MPD, and acquire

referenced media segments for each selected representation.

A respective representation may be selected on the basis of one

or more representation attributes of the respective period

element, where each representation is having a respective setting

representative of the respective representation or period

element .

In order to be able to base a selection of a representation on

environmental changes, the bit rate which is available for

transmitting the HTTP media stream from said at least one network

node to the client may be estimated, and the client may select a

representation of at least one period element on the basis of

such an estimation, by considering at least one bit rate

dependent representation attribute.



According to yet another aspect, a server which is capable of

making a HTTP media stream accessible to a client is provided

which comprises a generating unit configured to generate aMPD

configured as described above, a providing unit configured to

make the MPD accessible to a client, such that the client can

acquire the MPD; to select a representation for at least one

period element on the basis of the content of the MPD, and to

acquire the respective referenced media segments for each

selected representation.

The generating unit may be configured to provide the MPD with at

least one representation described in a template format, a

playlist format, or a combination of both.

In addition, the generating unit may be configured to provide the

MPD, for each media segment URI, with an indication of the

duration of the respective referenced one or more media segments.

The generating unit may also be configured to provide each

representation associated with the same period element with a

representation attribute and a respective representation

attribute setting, such that the representations are selectable

by the client on the basis of the representation attribute.

The generating unit may be configured to provide representation

attributes of at least two different categories, and to provide

the representation attributes in a hierarchical manner, such that

in case a respective representation attribute is provided at a

period level, it is valid for all representations of a respective

period element, while in case it is provided at a representation

level it is only valid for the respective representation of a

respective period element.



The generating unit may be configured to update the MPD, by

adding at least one representation by removing at least one

representation from, or by modifying at least one representation

of the Media Presentation Description.

According to another aspect a client of a communication network,

capable of acquiring a HTTP media stream from at least one

network node of the communication network, is provided. The

client comprises a requesting unit configured to acquire a MPD

arranged as indicated above, from one of said at least one

network node, and a selecting unit configured to select each

respective representation, on the basis of the MPD content.

The selecting unit is typically configured to select a respective

representation on the basis of at least one representation

attribute of the representation.

The client may also be provided with an estimating unit which is

configured to estimate a bit rate available for transmitting the

HTTP media stream from the at least one network node to the

client, such that the selecting unit will be able to select a

representation of at least one period element on the basis of the

estimation, by considering at least one bit rate dependent

representation attribute.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The objects, advantages and effects, as well as features of the

invention, will be more readily understood from the following



detailed description of exemplary embodiments of the invention

when read together with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is illustrating a simplified overview of a communication

network which is suitable for HTTP media stream distribution.

Fig. 2 is a flow chart illustrating a method for generating and

providing an MPD at a network node.

Fig. 3 is another flow chart illustrating the generating process

of fig. 2 in further detail.

Fig. 4 is yet another flow chart illustrating a method for

acquiring an MPD from a network node.

Fig. 5 is an illustration of an MPD arranged according to one

embodiment .

Fig. 6 is an illustration of an MPD arranged according to another

embodiment .

Fig. 7 is an illustration of an MPD arranged according to yet

another embodiment.

Fig. 8a and 8b are figures illustrating a first MPD and an

updated version of the first MPD, respectively.

Fig. 9 is a simplified block scheme of a server configured to

provide an MPD according to one embodiment.

Fig. 10 is a simplified block scheme of a client configured to

acquire and process an MPD according to one embodiment.



Fig. 11 is a simplified illustration of a server configuration

according to another embodiment.

Fig. 12 is a simplified illustration of a client configuration

according to another embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

While the present document covers various alternative embodiments

of the methods and arrangements as described below with reference

to the disclosed figures, it is to be understood that the

specific description and figures are not intended to limit the

scope of the invention to the specific forms disclosed. On the

contrary, the scope of the claimed invention is to be seen as

including all modifications and alternative constructions thereof

falling within the spirit and scope of the invention as expressed

in the appended claims.

This document refers to a new, more flexible MPD structure which

is suitable for use in association with HTTP streaming. Fig. 1

is an illustration of a simplified system architecture which is

suitable for enabling adaptive HTTP steaming between servers and

clients including distribution of MPDs . Fig. 1 comprise two

clients 100a, 100b, which may be referred to as HTTP streaming

clients, each of which may initiate a respective streaming

service to a user for obtaining a structured set of data,

typically referred to as a media presentation, by downloading

relevant metadata which is describing the media presentation and

associated the media presentation in the form of media segments.

Downloading of metadata and the associated media presentation may



be executed either directly from a server 101, which may be

referred to as a HTTP streaming server, or from an intermediate

network node, here represented by cache 102a and cache 102b,

which both may keep a copy of media segments and its associated

metadata. In the described embodiment each cache 102a, 102b, is

attached to a respective HTTP Proxy 103a, 103b.

The metadata mentioned above is typically referred to as a MPD, a

manifest, or a list. In the present context, such a list it

commonly referred to as a playlist, which is typically but not

necessarily provided as an XML structured document.

Below principles of a more flexible MPD construction applicable

for HTTP streaming will be described. By applying the suggested

MPD, clients will be able to request uploading of media content

in a simple and more flexible way, especially when the requested

media presentation have characteristics which differ over time.

More specifically, a flexible MPD structure which can carry

metadata describing alternative options, here referred to as

alternative representations, to a client is suggested. The

alternative representations may be provided as template and/or

playlist style structures, which will require minimal changes to

original approaches.

The proposed new MPD structure is especially applicable for an

adaptive HTTP streaming scenario, where a continuous media flow

is subdivided into media segments for delivery through a HTTP

caching hierarchy, such as the one described above.

On the server side of the network, the server creates a

continuous segment or file stream out of a continuous byte stream

provided from a media source 104, where new media segments may be



continuously uploaded to the server 101. In addition to providing

a flexible MPD to requesting clients, the server 101 may also

update an MPD with new URI's for new media segments, by modifying

or removing URI's from the MPD, or by adding URI's to the MPD.

According to the present invention, such an MPD updating

procedure may even be performed during an ongoing uploading

procedure of a media presentation.

The suggested MPD structure is a construction out of period

definitions, where a media presentation is described in a

sequence of one or more periods, where each period is provided

with a description of a period, or time range or interval of

media play time. Such a description, forming part of the MPD may

also be referred to as a period element. The MPD can also be

described as a construction out of representation definitions,

where each representation is provided such that it describes an

ordered list of one or more media segments, which contain media

data and/or metadata for decoding and presentation of associated

media content. Different representations associated with the same

period element represent different alternatives of media content,

where each representation is distinguishable by at least one

representation attribute.

Associated representations of consecutive period elements are

identifiable by a specific representation attribute which has

been set to a common setting will together form a specific track

or channel. By providing a period element with two or more

alternative representations, each of which is identifiable by one

or more representation attribute, a client having acquired an MPD

will, on the basis of the respective settings of one or more

representation attribute, for each period element, be able to

select one of the alternative representations, such that, for



each period element, the most suitable media segments can be

acquired, by fetching them from the respective source. More

specifically, a client may at any time choose to switch from one

channel or track to another and then remain on the selected track

until changes of circumstances, such as e.g. environmental

changes or user preferences, makes another alternative track more

favorable or preferable.

Each media segment accessible by a client is uniquely referenced

by a media segment URI included in the MPD, where each media

segment URI may either have been created implicitly through a

template, or explicitly as a list, such as e.g. a playlist.

Fig. 2 is a simplified flow chart, illustrating a method

executable by a server for providing an MPD. In a first step 200

an MPD is generated by applying a template approach, a playlist

approach or a combination thereof following principles discussed

above such that required alternatives are provided for each

period of a media presentation to be described in the MPD, and in

a subsequent step, 210, the generated MPD is provided by the

server, such that it is made accessible to clients, typically by

storing the MPD in a storage means arranged at the server or

operatively connected to the server, or by transmitting the MPD

to an intermediate node, such as a cache, from which a client may

request the MPD. The latter step may be referred to as a step of

providing the MPD, as indicated in figure 2 .

A content provider distributing media content via a server may

require an MPD associated with the distributed media content to

be updatable, in particular during live sessions. Additional

representations may thereby become available, or already

available representations may be removed or modified. A content



provider may e.g. decide to provide a higher quality

representation during a live session, or to increase flexibility

of insertion of advertisements into a media stream presented via

the MPD.

As indicated in another step 220, the MPD may therefore be

updated by way of addition, deletion or modification of a period

element at any time subsequent to the generating of a first MPD

in step 200. In case it is determined in step 220 that any MPD

updating is required, an updated MPD is generated accordingly in

a subsequent step 230 and the updated MPD is provided by the

server in step 210, such that it is made accessible to the

clients. In the latter case, step 210 may e.g. comprise pushing

of the updated MPD to one or more clients. However, only periods

at the start of the media play time described in an MPD, or at

the end of the MPD may be added, deleted or modified.

The generating steps 200 and 230 of fig. 2 will now according to

one embodiment be described in further detail with reference to

fig. 3 . Starting with a first period element of a media

presentation, as indicated in a first step 300, a first

representation is provided for the first period element, as

indicated in a subsequent step 310, or more specifically, an

instruction describing a first representation is provided. The

latter step includes providing the representation with a

representation attribute having a setting which is representative

of the representation, and is repeated until all required

representation attributes have been set accordingly for the

representation. The latter step also includes providing each

representation with relevant media segment URIs. Which

alternative representations, and optionally also alternative

period constructions, to apply when generating an MPD may, as



indicated above, depend on various circumstances. A

representation attribute may be set such that it defines e.g.

alternative languages, bitrates, codecs, resolutions, or any

other criteria which should be selectable by a client.

In a next step 320, it is determined whether another

representation is to be provided into the MPD for the relevant

period element, or if the provided representation was the last

representation for the period element. In the former case the

process continues by providing another representation to the

period element, as indicated with step 330 followed by step 310,

while in the latter case, it is determined, in a subsequent step

340, whether the period element under construction is to comprise

another period construction, i.e. another set of one or more

representations, in addition to the set generated in steps 330

and 310, which is to be provided into the MPD as further

selectable alternatives. If another period construction is

relevant for the period element under construction, a new period

construction is initiated in step 350, and relevant

representations and representation attributes are selected and

generated in step 330 and 310.

In case of an MPD update, step 310 may also include providing of

instructions associated with such MPD updates. Typically such

information is provided at a period level. In addition, a

description of a mapping of the media play timeline of the HTTP

transport stream described by the MPD with any of a server time

line or a wall clock time, or any other time reference, may also

be provided into the MPD in step 310. When providing the

representations in step 310, the media segments of the respective

representations are typically provided such that they are time

aligned at the start of the respective period element.



In case of different period constructions, at least one

representation attribute is set, such that it distinguishes the

two period constructions from each other, while at least one

other representation attribute is set such that it distinguishes

a representation of the period construction from at least one

other representation. If different hierarchical levels are

applied, each representation attribute is provided at the

required hierarchical level.

Once a period element is ready it is determined, in a subsequent

step 360, if there are any more period elements for which one or

more representations is to be defined. If this is the case, a

next period element is provided in step 370, continuing with the

steps already described above, until all period elements of the

next period element have been included into the MPD. When all

period elements of the MPD have been defined and arranged

accordingly, the generating procedure is terminated, as indicated

with a final step 380.

Typically any representation attributes, which are common to all

representations of a respective period element are included into

the MPD is steps 300 and 370 respectively. In a corresponding way

any representation attributes common to period constructions of a

respective period element are included into the MPD in step 350.

Once the MPD has been constructed accordingly and made accessible

to the clients, any of these clients will be able to access the

MPD, and on the basis of the content of the MPD, i.e. the

instructions provided into the MPD, a client will be able to

select a track, such that relevant media fragments can be

acquired. From the clients perspective, once the MPD has been



processed accordingly, the procedure for accessing media segments

on the basis of content of the MPD may however be executed

according to a plurality of known prior art solutions, which are

out of the scope of this document.

Fig. 4 is another flow chart, illustrating a method executable at

a client for enabling for the client to acquire a required media

presentation in the form of media content, selectable as

alternative options presented in an MPD. In a first step 400 of

fig. 4 a MPD associated with a requested media presentation is

acquired from a network node, such as e.g. a server, or an

intermediate cache, and in a subsequent step 410, the MPD is

stored, typically in a conventional storage means at the client

or at a unit operatively connected to the client. It is to be

understood that how to find the MPD which is associated with a

required media presentation is commonly known to the person

skilled in the art, and is therefore out of the scope of this

document .

At the client, content of the MPD, provided in the form of period

descriptions contained in respective period elements, are

identifiable period by period, starting from the first period

element which is associated with a requested part of a media

presentation, as indicated with another step 420.

In case of downloading of an On-Demand media presentation the

first period element will be the initial period element of the

respective MPD, while in case of a downloading of a live session

the first period element, will be the first identifiable period

element of the MPD, i.e. the first period element from which the

downloading can be executed.



In a subsequent step 430 the content of the MPD which is

representative for the relevant period element, including

instructions specific for each representation, as well as

instructions relevant for all representations, or a group of

representations represented in a period construction, is

interrogated such that, at least party on the basis of these

instructions a representation can be selected for the respective

period element. Such a selection of a representation, as well as

switching between different representations may be based on one

or more criteria, as already mentioned above. In addition the MPD

may also comprise additional instructions which are

representation independent, such as e.g. instructions on how to

obtain updated MPDs .

In order not to waste radio resources, a client should only fetch

one representation from a respective period, and while an

encoding choice, such as e.g. bit rate, may be switched

relatively frequently from period element to period element, e.g.

based on changing environmental conditions, other choices, such

as e.g. an audio track represented by a certain language, should

not be downloading changed based on link bit rate estimations or

any other quality based estimation, since a change of language

would lead to a very bad quality of experience, due to repeated

switching between different languages which are encoded at

different media bit rates.

Typically the client behavior applicable for capability dependant

representation attributes, such as e.g. different display

resolutions, can be described similarly, such that media content

distributed to the client may be available in different

resolutions, such as e.g. QVGA and VGA. Typically, a client

selects the best suitable resolution based on terminal



preferences and/or user preferences, before acquired media

content is being rendered, and maintains the selected resolution

during the complete downloading. Alternatively, the client has

the option to change resolution during a downloading, e.g.

because of experiencing a too bad connectivity. If e.g. a

selected audio track is not available during all periods of play

time, the client may be configured to instead select e.g. a

default language, or the first available language.

Selection of representation and/or period construction may also

be based on measurements or estimates, such as an estimated

available bit rate, which is typically executed by the client on

a continuous basis. In case of performing an estimate of the bit

rate representations of different quality may typically be

selected on the basis of such estimates.

Once a representation has been selected the relevant media

segments can be fetched from its source according to the

respective instructions of the MDP, as indicated in step 440. In

a next step 450 it is determined if any further period element is

relevant for acquiring the required media presentation, and if

so, representations of a next period element are considered and

selected in step 430 after which the process is continued by

acquiring media segments associated with the selected

representation, according to step 440.

If more than one period construction has been defined for a

specific period element, also representations of such an

alternative period construction will be considered in step 430,

such that one representation of one of the period constructions

of the respective period element is selected. When no more period

element is relevant for the downloading i.e. the complete media



presentation as required by the client has been downloaded, the

described process is terminated, as indicated in step 470.

Some basic principles of the MPD structure or construction

suggested above will now be described below with reference to

fig. 5 . As indicated in fig. 5 , a single media play timeline 500,

which is described through the MPD, is subdivided into one or

more periods of play time, such that the play timeline 500 is

define by the concatenation of the timeline of each period, or

period element, which is described by the MPD. The MPD comprises

a sequence of one or more period elements, here illustrated as

two period elements 501,502, where each period element comprises

one or more alternative descriptions of the same media content,

here referred to as representations, or representation elements,

of the media content of a described media presentation or media

stream. Alternatively, the MPD may comprise one media time line

per media component, such that separate timelines with

synchronization points for e.g. audio and video can be applied.

In fig. 5 the first period element 501 comprise three different

representations 503a, 503b, 503c, which are here representative of,

and distinguishable by, different representation attributes, here

represented by bit rate attributes, namely a Low quality (LQ)

attribute which is representative of a bit rate of 100kbps, a

Medium Quality (MQ) attribute representative of 200 kbps, and a

High Quality (HQ) attribute representative of 400 kbps,

respectively, while the second period element 502 only comprise

two alternative representations 504a, 504b, providing a LQ option

of 150 kbps and a HQ option of 500 kbps. Media segments of

several representations described for the same period are

typically time aligned at the start of a period element. The MPD

of fig. 5 is thus constructed such that all instructions are



arranged in a respective representation, or representation

element, i.e. by considering the content of a representation, all

instructions valid for that representation will be available to

the client.

Each representation of a period element describes the same

content but one or more representation attributes, where one or

more of these properties may differ from one representation to

the other, if selectable options are to be provided to a client.

Generally, the same content may be available with different

representations, identifiable via one or more representation

attributes, each of which may define alternative choices for the

client. If instead no options are to be available for the client

when it comes to a respective representation attribute for a

respective period element, this attribute can be provided with

the same setting for all representations of the period element.

As indicated in fig. 5 , video and audio properties, here defined

by respective representation attributes set to H.264 @ Baseline

Profile Level 1.3 and AAC audio, respectively, have been defined

as common representation attributes which are valid for all

representations of the two shown period elements, i.e. these

properties are not selectable by the client, but are supposed to

be applied by the client for all, or at least the two periods

shown in fig. 5 .

While representations which are representative of different media

qualities may typically be selectable based on some environmental

aspect, such as e.g. an available bit rate, representations

having different languages are instead normally selectable on the

basis of either a users preferences, such as e.g. preferences to

acquire the requested content in a specific preferred language,



or on the basis of content offering, such as e.g. the requested

content is only available in an English version. In the latter

case, language is thus typically selected and maintained for

subsequent periods irrespective of any possible environmental

changes which may be recognized by a client. The same

considerations apply for representations which are defined for

different resolutions, which are typically dependent on the type

of display of the user device, and which will typically not

change during an uploading of a media presentation.

According to another embodiment, the MPD can be generated, or

constructed, in a hierarchical description structure enabling a

representation attribute which is common for all representations

to be placed on a higher hierarchical level, the period element

level, or period level of the MPD, while representation

attributes which differ between alternative representations of a

period element, i.e. which are to be valid for a respective

representation only, are provided on a lower hierarchical level

of the MPD, here referred to as a representation level. As will

be further described below, further levels, such as e.g. an

intermediate period construction level, may also be applied in

such a hierarchical structure.

Fig 6 illustrates such an alternative hierarchically arranged

structure, were all the video and audio related representation

attributes described in the MPD of fig. 5 , except the bit rate,

are defined commonly on a period level for each respective period

601,602. In resemblance to the embodiment of fig. 2 , each

representation element, here represented by the three

representations 603a, 603b, 603c for period 601 and the two

representations 604a, 604b, for period 602, are provided as bit

rate dependent alternative representations, which may be



identifiable e.g. by their bit rate attributes, set to LQ, MQ,

HQ, respectively, for the representations of period 601 and

LQ,MQ, respectively for the representations of period 602, i.e.

the bit rate attributes are defined on a representation level.

Alternatively, more than one attribute may be made selectable by

a client, for one or more period element of a MPD.

Fig. 7 describes such an alternative hierarchical MPD structure

according to another embodiment, where a first and the second

period 701,702 correspond to the respective first and second

period of fig. 6 . However, in a third period 703, the period

element comprises two different groups of representations, from

hereinafter referred to as alternative period constructions,

704a, 704b, forming yet another hierarchical level which is above

the representation level but below the period level.

By introducing alternative period constructions, selectable

representations may be arranged into different groups, thereby

enabling a client to easily select a respective representation on

the basis of more than one selection criteria.

In the present example period construction 704a comprises a

language based representation group, having a common language

attribute (Lang) set to English (en) , while for alternative

period construction 704b the corresponding representation group

has a common language attribute (Lang) set to French (Fr) . The

first period construction 704a comprises two alternative

representations 705a, 705b, describing two different bitrates LQ

and HQ respectively, while the second period construction 704b

comprises three alternative representations, 706a, 706b, 706c

describing the three different bit rates LQ, MQ and HQ. Thereby,

a client having selected a preferred language i.e. one of the

period constructions 704a, 704b will also select a preferred



quality from the selected period construction and, consequently,

fetch different media segments, depending on which of these

available options that is selected. As indicated in the figure,

the remaining given representation attributes for the respective

period constructions are given on a period level and are, thus,

non-selectable options which are common for the media segments of

all three periods.

There are different ways to describe a sequence of URI's,

referencing a respective sequence of media segments of a

respective representation in the MPD. For the embodiments

described above, the respective media segments may be described

either by applying a template approach, or the media segments may

be explicitly described by a list, typically a playlist.

Alternatively, a combination of the both approaches may be

applied .

When a template approach is applied, the respective media

segments shall contain the same media duration per segment of a

reference track, i.e. a representation represented by a specific

representation attribute, so that the client can derive a normal

media play time of the content. A range of valid indexes

specifying information, such as e.g. a start and duration of a

respective period of a media presentation, is therefore defined

for each template.

A sequence of media segment URI's, here described by one URL,

described as a template, may e.g. be defined as follows:

Representation

RequestURL= htt.p ://ww .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl

/$Seg entnu ber$



Bandwidth="2 00000"

SegmentNumberStart="l 1"

Segment Duration="l 0"

/>

Here an index identified as, $SegmentNumber$ , is used in the MPD

to identify a respective segment number. The template described

above comprises a bandwidth specific representation attribute,

which has been set to 200 kbps . In addition, the valid index

range of the described media segment sequence is here described

through the start of a respective representation by

"SegmentNumberStart", here set to segment number 11, and the

duration by "SegmentDuration", here set to a segment duration of

10 s , i.e. each segment which can be acquired from the cited

request URL has a duration which is 10 s long.

If instead a playlist approach is used for description of a

sequence of URIs, referencing media segments, each referenced

media segment may contain media data of different durations. An

example of a sequence of media segment URIs associated with one

representation described as a playlist is given below.

<represent ation

Bandwidth="200000

<segment dur= "20s"

RequestURL= =http :// w .,example ..com/content /example .,3gp/Rl /'C Lip s Ll>

<segment dur= "21s"

RequestURL= =http ://ww ,.example ,c o /con tent /example ,.3gp/Rl/c: Lip s 2>

<segment dur= "19s"

RequestURL= =http ://www ,.example ,co /co tent /example ,.3gp/Rl/c: Lip s L3>

<segment dur= "19s"

RequestURL= =http * / /W 7,,example ..co /co tent/example .,3gp / l/C Li s L4>



<segment dur="21s"

RequestURL= htt ://ww ,exa p e ,com/content /example .3gp/Rl /CI ipsl 5>

</representation >

An index defining the media duration of a media segment, here

indicated as "segment dur", is preferably given for each media

segment, thereby enabling for a client to calculate a normal

media play time line from the received segments. As indicated in

the given playlist example, the exact duration is described in

seconds .

Another example of a hierarchically arranged MPD which is

standard-template based, i.e. without any playlist, which is also

describing one period with two alternative representations is

shown below:

<?xml version="l .0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<mpd xmlns=urn :3GPP :metadata :200 9:PSS :HTTPSt reaming"

Type="On demand"

Duration="240s" >

<Period Start="0" Duration="240s">

<represent ation

RequestURL=http ://www .example .co /co tent /example .3gp/Rl /$Segment

Number $

Bandwidth="2 00000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

Segment Duration="l 0s"

/ >

<represent ation



RequestURL= htt ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /

$Seg ent urnber$

Bandwidth="4 00000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

SegmentDuration="5s"

/>

</period>

</mpd>

Obviously the template above describes a session which is 240 s

long, having a single period of the same length. It comprises two

different representations, having english (en) as a common

language presented on a representation level, but where these

representations are distinguishable by different bandwidth

attributes in the two representations. For the given period, some

representation attributes which are common for both

representations, such as e.g. xml version, which is set to 1.0

and encoding, which is set to UTF-8, are inserted into the MPD on

a period level.

A playlist style MPD has a similar structure compared to the

template based one described above with the difference that the

playlist style MPD include multiple period elements. An example

of such a playlist style MPD, without any templates, which

comprises three periods, follows below.

<?xml version="l .0" encoding="UTF-8 "?>

<mpd xmlns="urn :3GPP :metadata :200 9:PSS :HTTPSt reaming"

Type="OnDemand"

Duration="240s" >



<Period Start="0">

<represent ation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl /l"

Bandwidth="2 00000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

/>

<representation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /l"

Bandwidth="400000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

/>

</Period>

<Period Start="10s">

<represent ation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl /2"

Bandwidth="2 00000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

/>

<represent ation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /2"

Bandwidth="4 00000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

/>

</Period>

<Period Start="20s">

<representation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl /3"

Bandwidth="2 00000"



Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

/>

<represent ation

RequestURL="http :// w .example .com/ content /example .3gp/R2 /3"

Bandwidth="4 00000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

/>

</Period>

The MPD described above is provided with representations having a

bandwidth attribute which enables selection of a preferred

bandwidth for each period, while other representation attributes

indicated in the beginning of the playlist are common for all

periods and representations. For each period, a client makes a

single request using the described URL and plays out each period

sequentially .

According to yet another embodiment given below, an MPD may

instead be configured as a combination of playlists and

templates. Such a configuration enables reception of content

which is downloadable from multiple sources. In the given

example, a playlist links three template presentations, having

"period start" 0 , 110 and 120, respectively. Such an MPD may e.g.

be suitable for describing a TV program which has been split in

two with an advertisement in the middle. A client may make

requests for the first and the third period similarly to the

example above, where suitable representations may be chosen,

while in the second period, only a single representation is

available and the client will be able to make a request to a

different server to access that representation.



<?xml version="l .0" encoding="UTF-8 "?>

<mpd xmlns="urn :3GPP :metadata :200 9:PSS :HTTPStreaming"

Type="OnDemand"

Duration="240s" >

<Period Start="0" Duration

<represent ation

RequestURL="http :// w .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl /

$SegmentNumber$ "

Bandwidth="2 00000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

SegmentDuration="10s"

/>

<represent ation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /

$SegmentNumber$ "

Bandwidth="4 00000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

SegmentDuration="5s"

/>

</Period>

<Period Start="110" Duration

<represent ation



RequestURL="http ://ww .example2 .com/content/example .3gp/

$SegmentNumber$ "

Bandwidth="2 00000"

Language="en"

Width="320" Height="240"

SegmentDuration="5s"

/>

</Period>

<Period Start="120" Duration="120s">

<represent ation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl/$S
egmen$SegmentNumber$ "
Bandwidth="200000"
Language="en"
Width="320" Height="240"
SegmentNumberStart="l 1"
Segment Duration="l 0s"

/>

<represent ation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2/
$SegmentNumber$ "
Bandwidth="4 00000"
Language="en"
Width="320" Height="240"
SegmentNumberStart="22"
SegmentDuration="5s"

/>

</Period>
</mpd>

As can be seen above, there may be a lot of correlation among

channels or tracks, i.e. alternative ways of selecting and

switching between different alternative representations. For



example, all channels except one may be provided in English, or

even the URL describing different representations may be common

until even the last characters.

According to one embodiment, a representation attribute, such as

e.g. a language attribute may be applied on all levels in a

hierarchical structure, such that the language is defined for an

entire sub-tree in question, unless it is overridden.

Another approach is to allow for an extension element, here

referred to as RequestURLExtension element, to be defined on a

representation level, while a requestURL can be described on the

period element level where e.g.

RequestURL=http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp

and where this URL of the period element level is extended at the

representation level by e.g.

RequestURLExtension="R2 /$SegmentNumber$

In the example given above, for a client to make a request, the

client generates the RequestURL of the content by concatenating

"RequestURL=http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp" and

"R2/$SegmentNumber$" to make:

http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp R2/$SegmentNumber$

so as to select the respective representation,



Below another example of representation attributes, which are

described in a hierarchical manner, is given where video content

size and language attributes are indicated at the period level in

the first and second periods, and hence these both alternatives

are valid for all representations of these periods.

In the third period the video content size and bandwidth

attributes are instead indicated at the higher period level, and

hence these representation attributes are valid for all

representations of this period, while the language, which is

different for each representation of the third period, is

indicated as a language attribute on the representation level.

<?xml version="l .0" encoding="UTF-8 "?>

<mpd xmlns="urn:3GPP:metadata:2009:PSS:HTTPStreaming"

Type="OnDemand"

Duration="240s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp">

<Period Start="0" Duration="110s" Width="320"

Height="240" Language="en">

<represent ation

RequestURLExtension="Rl /$SegmentNumber$ "

Bandwidth="2 00000"

SegmentDuration="10s"

/>

<represent ation

RequestURLExtension="R2 /$SegmentNumber$ "

Bandwidth="4 00000"

SegmentDuration="5s"

/>



</Period>

<Period Start="110" Duration="10s" Language="en" Width="320"

Height="240">

<represent ation

RequestURL="http :// w .example2 .com/content/example .3gp/ $SegmentN

umber $"

Bandwidth="200000"

SegmentDuration="5s"

/ >

</Period>

<Period Start="120" Duration="120s"

Bandwidth="200000" Language="en" Width="320" Height="240">

<represent ation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl /$Segmen

tNumber$"

SegmentNumberStart="l 1"

SegmentDuration="10s"

/>

<Period Start="120" Duration="120s"

Bandwidth="2 00000" Language="f r"Width="32 0" Height="2 0">

<represent ation

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /$Segmen

tNumber$"

SegmentNumberStart="l 1"

SegmentDuration="10s"

/>

</Period>



</mpd>

According to another embodiment, where the representation

attributes are also described in a hierarchical manner, the

period elements describe the duration, incl. the start media play

time, for which the media segment URIs are described. The

representation element encapsulates all URIs for a single stream

property, e.g. a first track of Media Segments for a 200kbps

stream and a second track of media segments for a 400kbps stream.

In the MPD presented below a first period is described using a

template based construction, while a second period is described

using a playlist construction. As already mentioned above the

content durations for the media segments described by the

playlist construction are different for the different

representations .

During the first period, the media segments contain 10 seconds of

media data for the 200kbps quality level and 5sec of media data

for the 400kbps quality level. Each Media segment do however

contains exactly the same media duration.

During the second period, the duration of the media segments

varies. For the LQ representation, having a bandwidth attribute

set to 200kbps, media segments contain 20 seconds of media data

on average, while for the HQ version media segments, i.e.

segments for which the bandwidth attribute is set to 400 kbps

media segments contain only 10 seconds on average.

<?xml version="l .0" encoding="UTF-8 "?>



<mpd xmlns="urn: 3GPP :metadata :200 :PSS :HTTPStreaming"

Type="OnDemand"

Duration="240s"

RequestURL="http ://ww .example .com/content /example .3gp/ ">

<Period Start="0" Duration="110s" Width="320"

Height="240" Language="en">

<represent tion

RequestURLExtension="Rl/$SegmentNumber$ "

Bandwidth="200000"

SegmentDuration="l Os"

/>

<represent tion

RequestURLExtension="R2/$SegmentNumber$"

Bandwidth="4 00000"

SegmentDuration="5s"

/>

<Period Start="110" Duration="100s" Width="320" Height="240">

<represent ation

Bandwidth="2 00000"

<segment dur="20s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl /Clips25

">

<segment dur="21s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl/Clips26

">

<segment dur="19s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl/Clips2 7



<segment dur="19s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl/Clips28

">

<segment dur="21s"

RequestURL="http ://ww .example .com/content /example .3gp/Rl/Clips29

</representation >

<represent ation

Bandwidth="400000"

<segment dur="10s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 0

">

<segment dur="10s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 41

">

<segment dur="9s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 42

">

<segment dur="lls"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 43

">

<segment dur="12s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 44

" >

<segment dur="8s"

RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 45

">

<segment dur="10s"
RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 46
">



<segment dur="8s"
RequestURL="http :// w .example .com/ content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 7
">

<segment dur="10s"
RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/ content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 8
">

<segment dur="12s"
RequestURL="http ://www .example .com/ content /example .3gp/R2 /Clips 49
">

</representation >

</Period>
</mpd>

An MPD may be updated whenever required. Fig. 8a and 8b are

simplified illustrations where fig. 8a is an illustration of an

old MPD comprising two period elements 801, 802 with respective

representations, while fig. 6b is an illustration of an updated

MPD, which has been provided with an additional period element

803, comprising three alternative representations in a third

period, added to the end of the media play time line. During

updating, the latest period description must be modified such

that it describes the valid range of media URIs. Also the

template construction may be changed due to an addition of a new

representation. As indicated in fig. 8a and 8b, the instructions

of periods 801 and 802 are identical in the old and the updated

MPD.

Even if no updating of the MPD is applied, support for live cases

may be possible. Any live transmission which has a well-defined

end can be described through an associated MPD, if the client is

time synchronized with the server, at least to a rough precision.

In such a situation the MPD may be configured to describe also a

mapping of a respective media play timeline with a time of the



server or a wall clock time, such as e.g. the NTP (Network Time

Period) .

To exemplify, an MPD may define that a media play time starts at

1605 h CET. When the client has been time synchronized with a

certain precision, the client will be able to determine the

latest available media segment, or the media segment which is

currently under construction at the client.

Time shifting will depend on the live case. When the terminal has

a sufficiently precise understanding of the "latest available

media segment", the time shift buffer may be described in "normal

media play time" or in "number of segments". Other methods, such

as describing a time shift buffer through a wall-click time may

also be possible.

For the event of MPD updates which may be made available from a

server, two different approaches for enabling a client to become

aware of MPD updates will now be described below.

According to a first embodiment a client is configured to perform

frequent polling for new MPD updates from a server or from a

cache or any other intermediate network node. The poll interval

is typically given in the MPD description but may alternatively

be pre-defined. MPD files are typically much smaller than media

segments and, as a consequence, much easier to handle by HTTP

caches than media segments. Conventional caching hierarchies are

also typically optimized to handle a steadily increasing number

of small documents, and, thus, also updated MPDs .

According to another embodiment, the client is instead configured

to apply a push notification approach, where the client is



notified about an MPD update by a server, typically by receiving

a notification sent in-band together with associated media

segments. The new MPD may be provided by a server in a Multipart

MIME container, together with associated media segments.

Intermediate caches may handle such multipart MIME containers in

the same way as any other types of files are handled. If the

client is in time shift mode, the client will typically be

configured to poll for MPD updates before initiating any seek

operation .

A server which is configured to provide an MPD having a structure

according to any of the embodiments described above will now be

described in further detail below with reference to the

simplified block scheme of fig. 9 . The server 900 comprises a

generating unit 910 which is configured to generate, for each

period of a play time line, the relevant representations, and

optionally also alternative period constructions, for a

respective media presentation provided as input data to the

server 900 from any type of conventional media source (not shown)

via a first communication unit 920, such that the selectable

representation attributes, associated with respective

representations, are made available as selectable options to a

client .

The generating unit 910 is typically also configured to update

the MPD whenever required according to the procedures described

above. Another unit, here referred to as a providing unit 930 of

the server 900, is configured to provide the MPD such that it is

made accessible to a requesting client. According to one

embodiment, the providing unit 930 may therefore be configured to

store the MPD in any type of storing means, such that a client

having access to the server 900 can request and acquire the MPD



from the storing means via a communication unit, here represented

by a second communication unit 940. Here such storing

functionality is provided by a storing unit 950, which may be

based on any type of conventional storing functionality.

Alternatively, the providing unit 930 may be configured to

transmit an MPD to an intermediate network node, such as e.g. a

cache, via the second communication unit 940, thereby enabling

for a client to acquire the MPD from the intermediate node

whenever required.

As mentioned above, the server 900 may also be configured to

update an MPD previously generated by and stored at the server

900. If such an updating option is to be applied, the generating

unit 910 will also be provided with suitable updating

functionality, which may enable addition of one or more

representation to an existing period element of the MPD, addition

of a new period element, to remove one or more representations

from a period element and/or to modify one or more

representations accordingly. Instructions to modify the MPD may

be provided to the generating unit 910 via any type of User

Interface (UI), here represented by UI 960. The media play time

described by the MPD is unbounded to "the future". When a content

provider wants to add one or more new representation of an

existing period element, or a new period element, it may control

the server 900 such that a new period description is added to the

end of the media play time line, remaining any previous period

elements unchanged.

In a corresponding way, a client, such as e.g. a mobile

telephone, a Set Top Box, a laptop or a PC, suitable for

implementation in any type of user device which is capable of

rendering a media presentation, and capable of requesting an MPD



and associated media segments from a network node, such as e.g. a

server or a cache, will now be described in further detail below

with reference to the simplified block scheme of fig. 10.

The client 1000 comprises a requesting unit 1010 which is

configured to request and acquire an MPD and associated media

segments from a network node via a communication unit 1020,

typically on the basis of a command entered via a user interface

(UI), here represented by UI 1030, which may be any type of

conventional UI . If the client 1000 is also configured to poll

for updated MPD's, as mentioned as a possible option above, the

requesting unit 1010 may also be configured to execute such a

polling, typically according to a polling interval previously

acquired from an MPD. Polling mechanisms as such are commonly

known to the person skilled in the art and is thus out of the

scope of this document.

The client 1000 also comprises a storing unit 1040, which may be

configured on the basis of any type of available storing

technique, being connected to the requesting unit 1010, such that

once received by the requesting unit 1010 via the communication

unit 1020 an MPD is stored and thus made accessible to the client

1000 for media presentation purposes. The client 1000 also

comprises a selecting unit 1050 which is configured to select

representations and/or period constructions according to one or

more selection criteria that may be applicable for a respective

period element. The selecting unit 1050 may receive options, such

as e.g. a preferred language selected by a user, via the UI 1030,

which input is then used by the selecting unit 1050 to select a

relevant period construction or representation for a respective

period element.



In order to provide the best possible quality of experience for

an end-user, the client 1000 may be configured to adaptively

adjust the media quality of a media presentation by switching

between representations according to the available link bit rate

or any other quality related estimate. In order to provide for

such an option, the client 1000 may be provided also with a unit

configured to estimate an appropriate parameter, typically on a

continuous basis, and to select the best suited, implementation

specific, representation on the basis of the estimate. Here such

functionality is provided by an estimating unit 1060. The

estimating unit 1060 may typically be configured to switch from

one alternative representation to an alternative representation

when the estimated bit rate exceeds or is lower that a bit rate

represented by a presently selected representation with a pre-

defined margin.

Alternatively, or in addition to the input provided from the UI

1030, the selecting unit 1050 may therefore be configured to make

a decision on the basis of input data provided from the

estimating unit 1060, only or in combination with input from UI

1030. Furthermore, the selecting unit 1050 may be configured to

consider pre-defined, stored settings or preferences in

combination with the possible input data described above or as

prioritized settings. By way of example, the display of the user

device on which the client resides may be pre-defined and

prioritized over other alternatives.

The selecting unit 1050 of fig. 10 is also operatively connected

to the requesting unit 1010 such that it can instruct the

requesting unit 1010 to request the selected media segments from

one or more respective network nodes according to the respective

ordered list of URI of a selected representation.



The communication unit 1020 is typically also provided with

functionality for enabling synchronization with the server,

typically on the basis of synchronization information obtained

from the MPD .

Once a selection of a representation has been executed by the

selecting unit 1050 and corresponding media segments have been

requested by the requesting unit 1010, the relevant media

segments are typically received by communication means of the

client or by the device on which the client 1000 resides, where

the media segments are buffered such that they can be rendered in

a conventional manner. Also processes for acquiring and

processing media segments are well known to the person skilled in

the art and will thus not be discussed in any further detail in

this document.

It is to be understood that both the server of fig. 9 and the

client of fig. 10 represent simplified configurations, where

entities which may typically be comprised in a normal server or

client, respectively, but which are not essential for the

understanding of the handling of MPDs as suggested in this

document have been omitted for simplicity purposes. In addition,

it is to be understood that the units presented in these figures

are only to be seen as one possible configuration, and that other

functional units, as well as other combinations of functional may

be applicable, as long as the described functionality is

executable following the general principles described above.

The server, as well as the client described above, may be

implemented as a respective hardware based solution, a software

based solution or as a combination thereof. In the former case



the respective units described in fig. 9 and 10 respectively may

be realized in the form of a respective Application Specific

Integrated Circuit (ASIC) configuration.

A server 1100 configured as a software based solution will now be

described with reference to fig. 11, where a processor 1110 is

connected to a storing unit 830, a first communication unit 820

and a second communication unit 840 and configured to control the

server functionality on the basis of instructions maintained in

the storing unit 830. More specifically, the processor 1110 is

configured to control a generating function 1120 which is

configured to generate MPDs by realizing functionality which

corresponds to the functionality of generating unit 810 of fig.

8 , and a providing function 1130, which is configured to provide

generated MPDs by realizing functionality which corresponds to

toe functionality of the providing unit 930 of fig. 8 .

In a corresponding way a software based client 1200 is described

below with reference to fig. 12, where a processor 1210 connected

to a communication unit 920 and a storing unit 940 is configured

to control, on the basis of instructions contained in the storing

unit 940, a requesting function 1220, and a selecting function

1230 to execute functionality which corresponds to what is

performed by the respective corresponding requesting unit 910 and

selecting unit 950 of fig 9 .

In addition, the processor 1210 may be configured to control an

estimating function 1240 which is configured to execute

estimating functionality in a way which corresponds to the

functionality of the estimating unit 960 of fig. 9 .



CLAIMS

A method performed by a server of a communication network

for making a HTTP media stream accessible to a client, the

method comprising:

generating an Media Presentation Description, such that

it is provided with at least one period element,

sequentially arranged according to a media play

timeline; such that each period element is provided

with at least one representation and such that at least

one of the at least one period element is provided with

at least two alternative representations, wherein each

representation is provided with an ordered sequence of

at least one media segment URI, wherein each media

segment URI is referencing at least one media segment

of said HTTP media stream, and

providing the Media Presentation Description, thereby

enabling for said client to acquire the MPD; to select,

on the basis of said content of the Media Presentation

Description, for at least one period element, a

representation and to acquire, for each selected

representation, the respective referenced media

segments .

A method according to claim 1 , wherein said generating step

comprises :

- arranging at least one of the ordered sequences of at

least one media segment URI such that it is provided as

at least one representation and described in a template

format .



A method according to any of claims 1 or 2 , wherein said

generating step comprises:

- arranging at least one of the representations such that

it is provided as an ordered sequence of at least two

media segment URIs and described in a playlist format.

A method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein

said generating step comprises:

- providing each representation associated with the same

period element with a first representation attribute,

having a setting which is representative of the media

segments referenced in said representation, thereby

enabling a client to select a representation of a

respective period element on the basis of the

respective setting.

A method according to claim 4 , wherein said generating step

comprise :

- providing each period element with a second

representation attribute, and

- selecting a setting of the second representation

attribute which is common for all media segments

associated with said period element, such that it is

representative of all representations associated with

said period element.

A method according to claim 5 , wherein said generating step

comprise :

- providing a respective second representation attribute

in each representation of a respective period element,

such that said second representation attribute is

described on a representation level, or



- providing a respective second representation attribute

in the respective period element, such that said second

representation attribute is described on a period

element level.

7 . A method according to claim 4 , wherein said generating step

comprise :

- providing at least one period element of the Media

Presentation Description with at least two alternative

period constructions, where each period construction is

provided with at least two representations, and a

second representation attribute and,

- selecting a setting of the second representation

attribute such that it is representative of the

respective period construction, thereby enabling for

the client to select representation of said period

element on the basis of one or more of said

representation attributes.

8 . A method according to any of claim 5 , 6 or 7 , wherein each

of said representation attributes is defining any of: a

codec, a bitrate, a resolution and a language.

9 . A method according to any of the preceding claims,

comprising the further step of:

- updating the Media Presentation Description, by adding

at least one representation to, by removing at least

one representation from, or by modifying at least one

representation of the Media Presentation Description.

10. A method according to claim 9 , wherein the generating

step comprises:



providing the Media Presentation Description with an

indication of a poll interval, thereby enabling for the

client to poll for Media Presentation Description

updates at an interval determined by the indication.

A method according to claim 9 , comprising the further

of:

pushing the updated Media Presentation Description to

the client.

12. A method according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein the generating step comprises:

- providing the Media Presentation Description with a

description of a mapping of the media play timeline of

said HTTP transport stream with any of a server time

line or a wall clock time.

A method according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein the generating step comprises:

- arranging media segments of different representations

of the same period element, such that they are time

aligned at the start of said period element.

14. A method performed by a client of a communication

network for obtaining a HTTP media stream from at least one

network node of the communication network, the method

comprising :

acquiring, from one of said at least one network node,

an Media Presentation Description comprising at least

one period element, sequentially arranged according to

a media play timeline, wherein each period element

comprise at least one representation and wherein at



least one of the at least one period element comprise

at least two alternative representations, each

representation comprising an ordered sequence of at

least one media segment URI, wherein each media segment

URI is referencing at least one media segment of said

HTTP media stream, and

selecting for at least one of said period elements, on

the basis of content of the Media Presentation

Description, a representation, and

- acquiring, for each selected representation, referenced

media segments associated with the respective

representation .

A method according to claim 14, wherein said selecting

comprises :

- selecting a respective representation on the basis of

one or more representation attributes of the respective

period element, each of which is having a respective

setting representative of the respective representation

or period element.

A method according to claim 15, comprising the further

steps of:

estimating a bit rate available for transmitting the

HTTP media stream from said at least one network node

to the client, and

selecting a representation of at least one period

element on the basis of said estimation, by considering

at least one of said one or more representation

attributes, being a bit rate dependent representation

attribute .



17. A method according to claim 15 or 16, wherein said

selecting comprises:

- selecting a respective representation by also

considering at least one client capability.

18. A method according to any of claims 14-17, comprising

the further steps of:

polling said network node for Media Presentation

Description updates, and

acquiring and storing said updated Media Presentation

Description in case it is determined that the Media

Presentation Description has been updated.

19. A method according to claim 18, wherein said polling is

executed according to a polling interval acquired from a

previously acquired Media Presentation Description.

20. A method according to any of claims 14-17, comprising

the further steps of:

receiving an updated Media Presentation Description in

a push notification provided from said at least one

network node, and

storing said updated Media Presentation Description.

21. A server of a communication network capable of making a

HTTP media stream accessible to a client, the server

comprising :

a generating unit configured to generate an Media

Presentation Description, such that it is provided with

at least one period element, sequentially arranged



according to a media play timeline; such that each

period element is provided with at least one

representation and such that at least one of the at

least one period element is provided with at least two

alternative representations, wherein each

representation is provided with an ordered sequence of

at least one media segment URI, wherein each media

segment URI is referencing at least one media segment

of said HTTP media stream, and

a providing unit configured to make the Media

Presentation Description accessible to a client,

thereby enabling for the client to acquire the Media

Presentation Description; to select, on the basis of

the content of the Media Presentation Description, for

at least one period element, a representation, and to

acquire, for each selected representation, the

respective referenced media segments.

A server according to claim 21, wherein the generating

unit is configured to provide the Media Presentation

Description with at least one representation described in a

template format, a playlist format or a combination of both

A server according to claim 21 or 22, wherein the

generating unit is configured to provide the Media

Presentation Description, for each media segment URI, with

an indication of the duration of the respective referenced

one or more media segments.

A server according to any of claims 21, 22 or 23,

wherein the generating unit is configured to provide each

representation associated with the same period element with



a representation attribute and a respective representation

attribute setting, such that said representations are

selectable by said client on the basis of said

representation attribute.

A server according to claim 24, wherein the generating

unit is configured to provide representation attributes of

at least two different categories, and to provide said

representation attributes in a hierarchical manner, such

that in case a respective representation attribute is

provided at a period level it is valid for all

representations of a respective period element, while in

case it is provided at a representation level it is only

valid for the respective representation of a respective

period element.

A server according to any of claims 21-25, wherein the

generating unit is configured to update the Media

Presentation Description, by adding at least one

representation to, by removing at least one representation

from, or by modifying at least one representation of the

Media Presentation Description.

A server according to claim 26, wherein the generating

unit is configured to provide the Media Presentation

Description with an indication of a poll interval, thereby

enabling for a client having acquired said Media

Presentation Description to poll for Media Presentation

Description updates at an interval determined by the poll

interval indication.



A server according to claim 26, further comprising a

communication unit which is configured to recognize when a

Media Presentation Description update has been executed and

to push the updated Media Presentation Description to the

client .

A server according to any of claims 21-28, wherein the

generating unit is configured to provide said Media

Presentation Description with a description of a mapping of

the media play timeline of said HTTP transport stream with

any of a server time line or a wall clock time.

A server according to claim 29, wherein the generating

unit is configured to arrange media segments of different

representations of the same period element such that they

are time aligned at the start of said period element.

A client of a communication network capable of

acquiring a HTTP media stream from at least one network node

of the communication network, the client comprising:

a requesting unit configured to acquire, from one of

said at least one network node, an Media Presentation

Description, comprising at least one period element,

sequentially arranged according to a media play

timeline, wherein each period element comprise at least

one representation and wherein at least one of the at

least one period element comprise at least two

alternative representations, each representation

comprising an ordered sequence of at least one media

segment URI, wherein each media segment URI is

referencing at least one media segment of said HTTP



media stream and to acquire referenced media segments,

associated with a respective representation and

a selecting unit configured to select each respective

representation, on the basis of said Media Presentation

Description content.

A client according to claim 31, wherein the selecting

unit is configured to select a respective representation, on

the basis of at least one representation attribute of said

representation, thereby enabling for the requesting unit to

acquire one or more media segments referenced by the

selected representation.

A client according to claim 32, further comprising an

estimating unit configured to estimate a bit rate available

for transmitting the HTTP media stream from said at least

one network node to the client, thereby enabling for the

selecting unit to select a representation of at least one

period element on the basis of said estimation, by

considering at least one of said one or more representation

attributes, being a bit rate dependent representation

attribute .

A client according to claim 32 or 33, wherein said

selecting unit is further configured to

select a respective representation by also considering at

least one client capability.

A client according to any of claims 30-34, wherein the

requesting unit is further configured to poll said network

node for Media Presentation Description updates, and to

acquire an updated Media Presentation Description from said



network node in case it is determined that the Media

Presentation Description has been updated.

36. A client according to claim 35, wherein said requesting

unit is configured to poll said network node for Media

Presentation Description updates by applying a polling

interval acquired from a previously acquired Media

Presentation Description.

37. A client according to any of claims 30-34, wherein said

requesting unit is configured to receive, from said at least

one network node, a push notification comprising an updated

Media Presentation Description.
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